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**Key points**

- Mechanical ventilation can have adverse effects on pulmonary function by several distinct mechanisms.
- Patients undergoing one-lung ventilation or cardiopulmonary bypass are at increased risk of developing acute lung injury (ALI).
- Protective ventilatory strategies may prevent or reduce ALI.
- There is a lack of randomized controlled trials to guide optimal intra-operative ventilation.

**Summary.** Patients are at risk for several types of lung injury in the perioperative period including atelectasis, pneumonia, pneumothorax, acute lung injury, and acute respiratory distress syndrome. Anaesthetic management can cause, exacerbate, or ameliorate these injuries. This review examines the effects of perioperative mechanical ventilation and its role in ventilator-induced lung injury. Lung protective ventilatory strategies to specific clinical situations such as cardiopulmonary bypass and one-lung ventilation along with newer novel lung protective strategies are discussed.
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Anaesthetists manage patients with both normal and injured lungs in the perioperative setting. The incidence of pulmonary complications after non-cardiac surgery is comparable with that of cardiac complications (2.7% vs 2.5%, respectively).1 Pulmonary complications, specifically respiratory failure requiring ventilation, are associated with high morbidity and mortality, increased costs, and length of hospital stay. Normal lungs need protection from multiple potentially injurious factors including, but not limited to, cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB), sepsis, trauma, lung ischaemia–reperfusion, and blood product transfusion. Injured lungs need protection from ongoing injury. Anaesthetic management, particularly mechanical ventilation, can influence the extent and course of perioperative lung injury.

**Mechanical ventilation**

Historically, anaesthetists ventilate patients in the perioperative period with relatively large tidal volumes. Volumes as high as 15 ml kg⁻¹ ideal body weight have been suggested to avoid intraoperative atelectasis.² This far exceeds normal spontaneous tidal volumes (6 ml kg⁻¹) common to most mammals.³ Recent studies have identified large tidal volumes as a major risk factor for the development of lung injury in mechanically ventilated patients without acute lung injury (ALI). Gajic and colleagues⁴ reported that 24% of the patients with normal lungs ventilated in an intensive care unit (ICU) setting for 2 days or longer developed ALI or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). The main risk factors for ALI were large tidal volumes (odds ratio 1.3 for each ml kg⁻¹ above 6 ml kg⁻¹ predicted body weight), blood product transfusion (odds ratio 3.0), and restrictive lung disease. A prospective study from the same group found that tidal volumes > 700 ml and peak airway pressures > 30 cm H₂O were independently associated with the development of ARDS.⁵ A study of patients having oesophageal surgery compared the use of tidal volumes of 9 ml kg⁻¹ without PEEP during two- and one-lung ventilation (OLV) vs 9 ml kg⁻¹ during two-lung ventilation and 5 ml kg⁻¹ during OLV with PEEP of 5 cm H₂O.⁶ They found significantly lower serum makers of inflammation [interleukin (IL)-β, IL-6, and IL-8] in the lower tidal volume plus PEEP group. The study demonstrated better oxygenation in the lower tidal volume group during and immediately after OLV, with earlier extubation (postoperative mechanical ventilation duration, 115 vs 171 min).

In a study comparing conventional with protective ventilation in critically ill patients without lung injury, de Oliveira and colleagues⁷ randomized patients to ventilation with either 10–12 or 6–8 ml kg⁻¹ predicted body weight. In both groups, a PEEP of 5 cm H₂O applied and the inspired oxygen fraction (FiO₂) titrated to keep haemoglobin oxygen saturations (SpO₂) above 90%. At 12 h post-ventilation, inflammatory markers in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid [tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and IL-8] were significantly higher in the larger tidal volume group. Choi and colleagues⁸ compared 12 ml kg⁻¹ without PEEP vs 6 ml kg⁻¹ with 10 cm H₂O PEEP and showed procoagulant changes in lavage fluid of the larger tidal volume group after 5 h of mechanical ventilation. A recent randomized controlled trial in 150 critically ill patients without ALI compared tidal volumes of 10 vs 6 ml kg⁻¹ predicted body weight.⁹ The primary endpoints were cytokine levels in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and plasma and the secondary endpoint was...
the development of lung injury. The trial was terminated early because the development of lung injury was significantly higher in the larger tidal volume group compared with the lower tidal volume group (13.5% vs 2.6%). The larger tidal volumes were also associated with sustained increase in plasma inflammatory cytokines.

Recent animal work suggests that even non-injurious or so-called protective ventilatory settings can induce lung injury in previously healthy lungs. An animal study using an elegant murine ‘one hit’ ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI) model showed that even the least injurious volume settings induced biochemical and histological changes consistent with lung injury. Work with rodents undergoing mechanical ventilation showed significant gene expression (including genes involved in immunity and inflammation such as IL-1β and IL-6) after only 90 min of protective ventilation in the absence of a primary pulmonary insult. Whether this has an impact on clinical outcomes is unknown, but we can surmise the following based on the preceding work.

(i) Non-physiological ventilation (which is ventilation with larger tidal volumes) in healthy lungs induces ALI.

(ii) Protective lung ventilation in non-injured lungs and in the absence of a primary pulmonary insult may initiate subclinical VILI, as evidenced by gene expression and inflammatory markers, and possibly sensitize the lung to a ‘second hit’.

How relevant is this to the practising anaesthetist? Millions of anaesthetics are given worldwide each year without apparent lung injury. As mentioned, pulmonary complications share an incidence that matches, if not exceeds cardiac complications, with ALI being the most common cause of postoperative respiratory failure and is associated with decreased postoperative survival. A prospective case-controlled study by Fernandez-Perez and colleagues looking at intraoperative ventilator settings and ALI after elective surgery in over 4000 patients showed a 3% incidence of ALI in high-risk elective surgeries. Compared with controls, patients with ALI had significantly lower 60 day and 1 year postoperative survival (99% vs 73% and 92% vs 56%, respectively) and had increased length of hospital stay. Interestingly, in this study, intraoperative peak airway pressure, but not tidal volume, PEEP, or (FiO₂), was associated with ALI.

Is there evidence that anaesthetists are ventilating patients in a potentially injurious manner? A retrospective cohort study conducted at a large tertiary medical centre provides some insight. This study looked at over 11 000 patients receiving general anaesthesia between 2005 and 2009 who had at least one arterial blood gas measurement. Patients undergoing OLV and CPB, and those at extremes of height and weight, were excluded. The authors examined intraoperative ventilator management of hypoxia by assessing ventilation settings at different PaO₂/FiO₂ ratios (P/F ratios). Their aim was to determine the current management of hypoxaemic patients and frequency at which lung protective strategies are implemented in response to low P/F ratios and to assess if other methods were preferentially used. They found that similar ventilation strategies were used regardless of P/F ratios, with tidal volumes ranging between 8.6 and 9.1 ml kg⁻¹ predicted body weight and an average PEEP of 2.5–5.5 cm H₂O. The results of the study suggest that anaesthetists are treating hypoxaemia with higher (FiO₂, and increasing peak inspiratory pressure (PIP). There was little evidence that in patients with lower P/F ratios, ALI/ARDS was considered in the differential diagnosis or that lung protective strategies were used. There was a trend over the 5 yr, however, to lower tidal volume (decrease by 2 ml kg⁻¹ predicted body weight), lower PIP (decreased by 5 cm H₂O), and higher PEEP (increased by 2 cm H₂O). Thus, lung protective strategies from critical care medicine are beginning to influence anaesthetic management. A key point highlighted by this study is that it is important to use predicted body weight rather than actual body weight in determining tidal volume. Although there are several limitations to this study, it provides some evidence of evolving anaesthetic ventilator management.

Ventilator-induced lung injury

The phenomenon of VILI is well recognized. VILI can exacerbate existing lung injury or sensitize the lung to further injury (the so-called two-hit model, which is significant with large transfusions, CPB, and associated lung ischaemia–reperfusion injury). VILI involves a complex interaction of overdistension (volutrauma), increased transpulmonary pressure (barotrauma), cyclic opening and closing of alveoli (atelectrauma), and inflammatory mediators (biotrauma). This interaction involves the alveolar epithelium, vascular endothelium, polymorphonuclear leucocyte (PMN) recruitment and activation, and apoptosis/necrosis balance. Mechanotransduction is the key link between the physical forces (such as stress and strain) imposed on the lung and intracellular signalling pathways leading to the production of cytokines. Shear stress induces pro-inflammatory cytokines (specifically up-regulation of nuclear factor (NF)-κB) in endothelial, epithelial, and macrophage cells. Although a degree of lung stretch is important for surfactant production, the pattern and magnitude of stretch is critical to the activation of an inflammatory cascade.

PMNs play a central role in mediating tissue injury, being primed and activated by the inflammatory mediators. These mediators can be released from cells even without tissue disruption. This so-called ‘loss of compartmentalization’ results in spillover of these mediators into the systemic circulation. Thus, this ‘biotrauma’ not only aggravates ongoing lung injury but can also induce or exacerbate remote organ dysfunction. A study looking at novel mechanisms of remote organ injury resulting from VILI showed that mechanical ventilation can lead to epithelial cell apoptosis in the kidney and small intestine with accompanying biochemical evidence of organ dysfunction. In mice undergoing injurious mechanical ventilation, alveolar stretch-induced
adhesion molecules are expressed not only in the lung but also in the liver and kidney. In addition, cytokine and chemokine expression in the pulmonary, hepatic, and renal tissue after mechanical ventilation is accompanied by an enhanced recruitment of PMNs to these organs.

The mechanism of injury-induced cell death is important in the pulmonary response to an insult. Apoptosis is an organized, programmed cell death mechanism without the release of cell contents while necrosis involves cell membrane disruption and subsequent inflammation. Low mechanical stress causes primarily pulmonary apoptosis, whereas high stress changes the balance between apoptosis and necrosis, leading to more necrosis. Apoptotic cell death plays a role in protecting the lung against mechanical stress and is vital in maintaining alveolar epithelial integrity. Apoptosis is suppressed by the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, a key transducer between the cell membrane and the nucleus. Overexpression of MAPKs, as seen in high-stretch ventilation strategies, results in the inhibition of less damaging pro-apoptotic mechanisms.

Atelectasis

Atelectasis occurs after open surgical procedures and in up to 90% of the patients undergoing general anaesthesia. It is a pathological state that has direct and indirect effects on the development or aggravation of ALI.

Direct, stretch-independent effects include (i) a propensity to infection due to impaired alveolar macrophage function and (ii) local hypoxia and hyperoxia. Atelectasis causes local alveolar hypoxia due to collapse and systemic hypoxaemia due to increased pulmonary shunt. An increase in \( F_{\text{IO}_2} \) causes hyperoxia in the aerated lung. Alveolar hypoxia can induce lung inflammation, and alveolar hyperoxia can worsen atelectasis by absorption and lead to an excess of reactive oxygen species, all contributing to ALI.

Indirect, stretch-dependent effects include mechanical stress-induced injury discussed above. Interestingly, alveolar injury is maximal in the non-atelectatic regions of the lung, consistent with a shift of tidal volume to the aerated lung units with subsequent over-inflation.

There is concern that lower tidal volumes advocated by protective ventilation strategies might predispose to atelectasis and subsequent ALI. There is conflicting evidence on the influence of tidal volumes on atelectasis and de-recruitment. A study of 15 ICU patients with ALI showed evidence of de-recruitment with a change in tidal volume from 10 to 6 ml kg\(^{-1}\) which was reversed with recruitment manoeuvres and an increase in PEEP. In 16 ASA class I and II patients undergoing general anaesthesia without lung injury, there was no difference between conventional tidal volume (10 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) and low tidal volume (6 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) groups in terms of atelectasis. It is clear that techniques to avoid or treat atelectasis, including recruitment manoeuvres and application of appropriate PEEP, are effective in the setting of low tidal volumes. The prevention of atelectasis during emergence and after general anaesthesia is often overlooked; a combination of low \( F_{\text{IO}_2} \) (where appropriate) and continuous positive airway pressure after tracheal extubation decreases atelectasis and leads to better lung function in the early postoperative period.

One-lung ventilation

Patients requiring OLV are heterogeneous, both in terms of underlying pathology and surgical procedure. Both the pathology and the surgical procedure can predispose to or cause ALI. ALI after pulmonary resection was recognized since the beginning of OLV for thoracic surgery. The most well-known report is Zeldin and colleagues’ compilation of 10 pneumonectomy cases published in 1984 that focused on the role of i.v. overhydration as a cause of post-pneumonectomy pulmonary oedema. Much work has subsequently followed, and our understanding of risk factors, mechanisms of injury, and management strategies for what is now termed post-thoracotomy ALI has greatly advanced.

A thorough retrospective study of 806 pneumonectomies found a 2.5% incidence of post-pneumonectomy pulmonary oedema with 100% mortality in affected patients. There was no difference in perioperative fluid balance between post-pneumonectomy ALI cases (24 h fluid balance 10 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) compared with matched pneumonectomy controls without ALI (13 ml kg\(^{-1}\)). This study used rigorous fluid restriction compared with other reports, which suggests that limiting intraoperative fluids might reduce but not eliminate ALI. Post-pneumonectomy ALI has a bimodal time of onset. Late cases present 3–10 days after operation and are secondary to obvious causes such as bronchopneumonia or aspiration. Early or ‘primary’ ALI present on postoperative days 0–3. Four factors were independent significant predictors of primary ALI: high intraoperative ventilation pressures, excessive i.v. volume replacement, pneumonectomy, and preoperative alcohol abuse. Looking specifically at ventilation pressures, Licker and colleagues used a ventilatory pressure index taking into account both the duration of OLV and increased inspiratory pressure. This index represented the strongest risk factor for ALI (approximately three-fold increased risk of PIP ≥25 vs 15 cm H\(_2\)O).

Features of ALI after lung surgery include: an incidence after pneumonectomy of 2–4%, greater frequency after right compared with left pneumonectomy, onset 1–3 days post-surgery, high associated mortality (25–50%), and resistance to standard therapies. Although ALI occurs after lesser resections (e.g. lobectomy), it has a much lower mortality rate. Of interest, in eight of nine cases of unilateral ALI after lobectomy, the affected lung was the non-operated (i.e. the ventilated) lung. Although there is an association between postoperative ALI and fluid overload, the non-cardiogenic nature of the pulmonary oedema (low/normal pulmonary occlusion pressures) and the protein-rich oedema fluid is more consistent with an ARDS-type mechanism, with endothelial damage playing a key role.

Postoperative increases in lung permeability of the non-operated lung have been demonstrated after
pneumonectomy but not lobectomy. This capillary-leak injury might be due to an inflammatory cascade affecting even the non-operative lung that is triggered by lung resection and is proportional to the amount of lung resected. Oxygen free radical generation in lung cancer patients is related to the duration of OLV. Although there is no single mechanism to explain ALI after lung resection, it appears that a spectrum of ALI occurs during all lung resections proportional to the extent of the resection.

End-inspiratory lung volume is a key factor in VILI. Many patients, especially emphysema patients, develop auto-PEEP with OLV, thus inspiration begins at a lung volume above functional residual capacity (FRC). Using large tidal volumes (10–12 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) during OLV in such patients produces end-inspiratory volumes that might cause or contribute to ALI. The effects of PEEP during OLV are variable and very much dependent on the lung mechanics of the individual patient. Initial studies suggested that PEEP led to a deterioration of arterial oxygenation. Most chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients develop auto-PEEP during OLV, leading to hyperinflation and increased shunt (Fig. 1A). However, patients with normal lung parenchyma or those with restrictive lung diseases tend to decrease below their FRC at end-expiration during OLV and benefit from external PEEP (Fig. 1A). Just as in two-lung ventilation, high tidal volumes in OLV cause or contribute to ALI. In a rabbit model of OLV during isolated perfusion, large tidal volume (8 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) ventilation produced a picture of ALI absent in animals randomized to a lung protective ventilation pattern (4 ml kg\(^{-1}\) plus PEEP).

Large resections (pneumonectomy or bi-lobectomy) should be considered to be associated with some degree of ALI. Forty-two per cent of pneumonectomy patients who had been ventilated with peak airway pressures >40 cm H\(_2\)O had ALI diagnosed radiographically. A retrospective study found that post-pneumonectomy respiratory failure was associated with the use of higher intraoperative tidal volumes (8.3 vs 6.7 ml kg\(^{-1}\)).

Current understanding of OLV-associated ALI supports management strategies to minimize lung injury: maintain \(FiO_2\) as low as possible, use variable tidal volumes, begin inspiration at FRC, and avoid atelectasis with frequent recruitment manoeuvres. An observational study in patients undergoing lung cancer surgery appears to confirm this strategy. Using a protective lung ventilation strategy (tidal volume < 8 ml kg\(^{-1}\) predicted body weight, pressure control ventilation, PIPs <35 cm H\(_2\)O, external PEEP of 4–10 cm H\(_2\)O, and frequent recruitment manoeuvres) in a protocol group compared with conventional ventilation in an historical group showed a decreased incidence of ALI (0.9–3.7%), atelectasis (5.0–8.8%), and ICU admissions (9.4–2.5%) and shorter hospital stay (Fig. 2).

Minimizing pulmonary capillary pressure by avoiding overhydration in patients undergoing pneumonectomy is reasonable while acknowledging that not all perioperative increases in pulmonary artery pressures are due to intravascular volume replacement. Finally, it must be appreciated that not all hyperinflation of the residual lung occurs in the operating theatre. The use of a balanced chest drainage system after pneumonectomy to keep the mediastinum in a neutral position and avoid hyperinflation of the residual lung has been suggested to decrease ALI.

**Hypercapnia**

Permissive hypercapnia, or hypercapnic acidosis (HCA), is an accepted consequence of lung protective ventilation in patients with ALI/ARDS. Although conventional wisdom holds that HCA is a consequence of relative hypoventilation, HCA per se has protective effects on the pathogenesis of ALI.
Secondary analysis of the original ARDSnet data showed that HCA itself was protective in the 12 ml kg\(^{-1}\) tidal volume group.\(^4\) There was no additional benefit in the 6 ml kg\(^{-1}\) group. HCA is protective in many models of ALI.\(^4\) Beneficial effects include attenuation of lung PMN recruitment, pulmonary and systemic cytokine concentrations, cell apoptosis, and free radical injury. In several animal models, HCA attenuated free radical-mediated lung injury by inhibiting endogenous xanthine oxidase and attenuated lung injury in both early and prolonged sepsis.\(^4\) Acidoses and hypercapnia might exert distinct biological effects, but this remains to be elucidated.

Experimental hypocapnia causes profound acute parenchymal lung injury and worsens ischaemia–reperfusion injury. However, acceptable limits for both pH and CO\(_2\) in the intraoperative setting have not been well defined. Anaesthetists are rightly concerned about: (i) potential adverse effects of high tissue pCO\(_2\) including, but not limited to, haemodynamic compromise, increased intracranial blood flow, and increased pulmonary vascular resistance; and (ii) inconsistent correlation between Pa\(_\text{co}_2\) and E\(_\text{CO}_2\). Reassuringly, humans are remarkably tolerant of even extreme hypercapnia and the accompanying acidosis.\(^4\) How HCA will translate into beneficial clinical practice remains to be seen, with issues such as timing and patient recovery remaining to be resolved.

**Cardiopulmonary bypass**

Pulmonary dysfunction after CPB is well described but poorly understood.\(^5\) Although the incidence of ARDS after CPB is low (<2%), the mortality associated with it is high (>50%).\(^5\) Systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) initiated by CPB plays a major role, but the pulmonary insult is multifactorial and not all related to CPB itself. Additional factors are general anaesthesia, sternotomy, and breaching of the pleura. CPB-related factors include hypothermia, blood contact with artificial surfaces, ischaemia–reperfusion injury, administration of blood products, and ventilatory arrest. Strategies to potentially limit lung injury during CPB are shown in Table 1. The strategies in Table 1, while having good theoretical basis, have shown inconsistent results in terms of improving pulmonary outcome. Protective postoperative ventilatory strategies of ‘at risk’ lungs is key. A randomized controlled trial compared the use of high tidal volumes (10–12 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) plus low PEEP (2–3 cm H\(_2\)O) with that of lung protective low tidal volumes (8 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) plus high PEEP (10 cm H\(_2\)O) in patients ventilated for 6 h after CPB for coronary artery bypass surgery.\(^5\) Serum and bronchiolar lavage levels of the inflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 were significantly increased at 6 h only in the high tidal volume ventilation group.

### Role of anaesthetic agents in lung protection

#### Volatile agents

Volatile anaesthetic agents have immune-modulatory effects. Much work, especially in the cardiac setting, has been done on the role of volatiles in ischaemia–reperfusion injury and in pre- and post-conditioning. Recent studies in models of ALI, during OLV and in cases of lung ischaemia–reperfusion, suggest that volatile anaesthetics might act as...
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pre- and post-conditioning agents inducing lung protection by the inhibition of the expression of pro-inflammatory mediators.\(^5\) Isoflurane pretreatment in an endotoxin-mediated animal model of lung injury exerted protective effects, as evidenced by reduced PMN recruitment and microvascular protein leakage.\(^6\) Post-conditioning with sevoflurane attenuated lung damage and preserved lung function in an in vivo rat ALI model.\(^7\) In a prospective study, patients undergoing thoracic surgery with OLV were randomized to either propofol or sevoflurane anaesthesia.\(^8\) Inflammatory markers in the non-ventilated lung were reduced and the sevoflurane group had improved outcome and fewer adverse events. A study comparing OLV (tidal volume 10 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) with desflurane or propofol anaesthesia examined the inflammatory response in the ventilated lung.\(^9\) The inflammatory markers IL-8, IL-10, PMN elastase, and TNF-\(\alpha\) were significantly lower in the desflurane group. This exciting work points towards a role for volatile anaesthetics in attenuating the pro-inflammatory response in the lungs to a host of insults.

Nitrous oxide

Owing to its relatively higher solubility compared with oxygen and nitrogen, nitrous oxide plays a role in absorption atelectasis.\(^10\) Although this may be helpful in aiding lung collapse in the setting of OLV, there is no strong evidence for or against this agent for lung protection.\(^11\)

Nitric oxide

Nitric oxide (NO) is implicated in both pro- and anti-inflammatory processes in the lung. It has been shown to attenuate ALI via inhibition of NF-\(\kappa\)B.\(^12\) Although it has theoretical benefits in ALI/ARDS and can temporarily improve oxygenation, it has shown no mortality benefit and is thus not currently recommended for routine use.\(^13\) NO is an important mediator in ischaemia–reperfusion injury and might have a role in attenuating this in the setting of lung transplantation.\(^14\) Optimal timing and dose are uncertain. As a selective pulmonary vasodilator, it is effective in lowering pulmonary arterial pressure.

I.V. agents

Agents as diverse as local anaesthetics (ropivacaine), induction agents (ketamine, propofol, and thiopental), and \(\alpha\)-2-agonists (dexmedetomidine) have shown potential anti-inflammatory effects.\(^15\) This work is still very preliminary and its clinical significance and application are unknown.

Alternative lung protective strategies

Despite modern lung protective ventilation strategies, some patients have refractory hypoxaemia and hypercarbia. These patients have renewed interest in salvage or rescue therapy for non-responsive ALI/ARDS. The practising anaesthetist needs to be aware of the therapies available, as these patients can present to the operating theatre. Although many of these therapies are aimed at increasing oxygenation, improved oxygenation does not correlate with improved outcome. The goal of rescue strategies for hypoxaemia is to support the patient without inducing further injury, specifically to the lungs.

Novalung iLA membrane ventilator\(^16\)

Along the continuum of lung protective ventilation therapy in ALI/ARDS is the concept of ultra-protective ventilation utilizing pumpless extracorporeal lung assist and near-static ventilation. The Novalung membrane ventilator allows \(\text{O}_2\) and \(\text{CO}_2\) gas exchange via simple diffusion.\(^17\) The membranes are biocompatible and provide a non-thrombogenic surface. It is designed to work without a mechanical pump in an arteriovenous configuration, thus requiring an adequate mean arterial pressure to drive flow. Flow rates are typically \(\leq 2\) litre min\(^{-1}\), or \(\sim 15\%\) of cardiac output. \(\text{CO}_2\) clearance is controlled by varying the oxygen flow rate. Oxygenation is variable and might not be sufficient in severe hypoxic disorders. Compared with conventional extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), the Novalung is a simple, pumpless, and, very importantly, portable device. Anti-coagulation requirements are much reduced and bleeding complications and blood product requirements are subsequently less.

ARDSnet and animal data demonstrate that lower tidal volumes (3 ml kg\(^{-1}\)) compared with even 6 ml kg\(^{-1}\) significantly reduce endothelial and epithelial injury.\(^18\) In other words, ‘protective’ tidal volumes can still induce VILI. However, the clearance of \(\text{CO}_2\) and oxygenation become an issue at these lower minute volumes. The Novalung allows for this marked reduction in minute ventilation and the simultaneous correction of \(\text{Pa}_\text{aCo}_2\) and pH. An animal model of post-pneumonectomy lung injury using the Novalung with tidal volumes of 2.2 ml kg\(^{-1}\) and ventilatory frequency of 6 showed significantly better outcomes compared with conventional lung protective strategies.\(^19\) Numerous case reports in humans in a variety of clinical scenarios have been very encouraging.\(^20\)–\(^23\) Tidal volumes \(\leq 3\) ml kg\(^{-1}\), low inspiratory plateau pressure, high PEEP, and low ventilatory frequencies are all possible with the Novalung in situ, causing less VILI and subsequent remote secondary organ failure.

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation

ECMO has been used successfully for severe respiratory failure.\(^24\) It is highly specialized, resource intensive and expensive, and hence limited to specialized centres. It also allows for ultra-protective lung ventilation as described with the Novalung, but has significantly more side-effects, higher cost, and less portability. Although having a place in the ICU setting, it is unlikely to be of much relevance in the operating theatre.

High-frequency oscillatory ventilation

The potential benefits of high-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) include small tidal volumes, higher mean airway pressure, and maintenance of a constant airway
pressure. This should translate to less shear stress and atelectotrauma. HFOV has been shown to improve oxygenation, albeit temporarily, but has not been shown to improve mortality. The few studies that have been performed compared HFOV with conventional ventilation with tidal volumes in the range of 8–10 ml kg⁻¹.⁷⁴ ⁷⁵ One study showed higher bronchoalveolar inflammatory cytokine levels (IL-8) in the HFOV group compared with conventional ventilation.⁷⁶ The practicalities of applying HFOV in the operating theatre coupled with little obvious benefit imply that this strategy will not play a large role in lung protective ventilation.

Future lung protection therapies

Beyond those already discussed, there are several therapies that could play a future role in lung protection. Inhaled hydrogen sulphide shows beneficial effects in a model of VILI via inhibition of inflammatory and apoptotic responses independent of its effects on body temperature.⁷⁷ Inhaled, aerosolized, activated protein C in a sheep model of ALI demonstrated improved oxygenation and lung aeration.⁷⁸ The use of β-adrenergic agonists has potential benefits by increasing the rate of alveolar fluid clearance and anti-inflammatory effects.⁷⁹ A randomized controlled trial in 40 patients with ALI showed a decrease in extravascular lung water and plateau airway pressure with i.v. salbutamol, although it showed no difference in outcome.⁸⁰ Although it is unreasonable to expect there to be a single therapy that will prevent ALI, these exciting findings hold promise in furthering our understanding and management of injured or at risk lungs.

Conclusions

Anaesthetists manage patients with various degrees of pulmonary function including patients with healthy lungs at risk of lung injury to patients with established ALI/ARDS. More patients are at risk for ALI during surgery than previously appreciated. Appropriate perioperative management can prevent or ameliorate lung injury. Are the proven lung protective strategies in ARDS applicable to the perioperative environment, specifically in patients with healthy lungs?⁸¹ There is a lack of randomized controlled trials to define optimal intraoperative tidal volume, PEEP, and the use of intraoperative lung recruitment.⁸² However, applying protective ventilatory strategies in the intraoperative period seems reasonable based on our current understanding of mechanical ventilation and ALI.
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